GDPR: What is needed to
protect natural persons
rights and freedoms?
The new privacy regulation, GDPR, has modified personal data processing since it came into effect on May 25, 2018.
Companies are called to take a proactive approach to oversee information related to natural persons. It is now required to
carry out information process risk assessments, identifying and implementing suitable technical and administrative measures to
minimize occurrence probability and impact.

Irion GDPR Suite is a complete,
integrated and flexible solution
It guarantees a response for the necessary fulfilment
of GDPR adaptation protection to personal data.
Running on company servers or the cloud, it
complies with regulatory requirements while
simultaneously enabling all benefit capitalization
deriving from an organized management of
corporate information assets.

Metadata driven

Optimal implementation

Future-proof

The aim is to document correctly and
show that proper data governance has
been set up in line with individuals
rights and freedoms, in order to
manage informative assets and avoid
any findings and penalties as well as
adopting a structured approach to turn
regulatory obligation into competitive
advantage in a world where data has
truly become a valuable asset.

In order to optimize the required
processes that ensure regulation
compliance, a logical process sequence is
suggested to manage required task
dependencies and business aspects. To
guide companies through this path,
Irion’s offer is structured into modules
addressing one or more regulatory
requirements fully complying with
information consistency, segregation of
duties and regulations.

The solutions developed with Irion
EDM platform are solid, robust,
performing and capable of processing
very large volumes of data.

A single platform for business
people and IT specialists

An integrated and synergic vision
for GDPR adoption processes

Irion guarantees over time full
functionality of applications developed
with previous versions, without
expensive port operations.

We protect and increase you
investment value

We successfully manage GDPR regulatory complexity, which requires a progressive design approach thanks to the flexibility of the
Irion platform and the data model.
- Emanuele Coletto, Data Protection Officer, BCC Roma
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Irion Enterprise Data Management and Microsoft Azure
Innovative, unique proprietary technology
Isoldata™, DELT™, EAST™, Datashelf™ proprietary technologies aid
agile projects and declarative solutions implementation.
Business professionals, data scientists and IT collaborate in a single
EDM environment, each using specific tools.

Performing
Irion is an enterprise-class data management suite designed to
handle large volumes of data. The Declarative Extract Load &
Transform (DELT) technology automatically and dynamically
implements efficient execution strategies.
In addition, Irion is optimized to take full advantage of
Microsoft’s performance capabilities.

Recognized value

Eight of the top ten Italian banking groups
use Irion to manage information assets.
Irion is installed on Microsoft Azure thorough
multiple companies.

Reliable technology

200+ new features added last year.
€3m+ invested in R&D in the same period.
We care about your investment: solutions
implemented with the first version of Irion
continue working with new releases without
the need for expensive migrations.

Flexible and scalable
Do you need more power?
Microsoft Azure cloud guarantees all
the resources you need such as
physical space and computational
power, if and when you need them.
Irion’s full suite and Microsoft
services available on Azure provide
everything you need to manage
data, structured or not, as well as
simple and complex problems.

Exploit data advantage
•
•
•

A single EDM platform where business users, data scientists and IT specialists work together to extract maximum value
from corporate data.
Agile, Declarative, Future-proof features mean faster, better and long lasting results.
The flexibility and scalability guaranteed by Irion on Azure allow you to adapt your investments in functionality and
technological resources to current needs and plan them over time.

About Irion
Irion was founded in 2004 by three partners, each with sound experience in the financial solutions world . Today, Irion is
highly qualified in the world of data management. Irion develops Irion EDM, an all-in one innovative platform for Enterprise
Data Management solutions to help customers in extract true value from certified data.
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